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Clinical

Background (15 points max): Describe the purpose for sharing the content. What caused this subject matter to be approached? Why is this content important to share? What is the potential impact if this content is not shared?

Shift work has been shown to negatively impacts circadian rhythms and the hypothalamic–pituitary–gonadal axis. Spermatogenesis is dependent on this axis, yet male infertility has never been studied before when evaluating shift work status. Here we examine the impact of shift work on semen parameters and reproductive hormones in infertile men.

Intended Stakeholders (15 points max): Identify those individuals, organizations, or interest groups that could be potentially impacted by this information or benefit by obtaining this information.

It is estimated that 2-5% of Americans perform shift work and of these shift workers a large majority are of reproductive age. While early research has demonstrated that shift work is associated with an increased risk of developing diabetes mellitus, gastric ulcers, breast cancer, cardiovascular disease, and myocardial infarctions, infertility has never previously been studied.
Description of Accomplished Work (25 points max): Provide an overview of the work that was accomplished, including any specific methods, tools or techniques. Also, include any milestones or key accomplishments. Note charts, graphs and tables here and send as addendum with abstract form.

Men presenting with infertility to an academic andrology clinic between January 2014 and October 2016 completed shift work and sleep quality surveys and had semen analysis and hormone testing. Infertile men with no known genetic or obstructive causes of infertility were included. Fertile men, defined as having fathered a child within the past 5 years, were used as controls and underwent the same hormonal and semen testing and completed the above surveys.

The analysis comprised 198 men: 75 infertile shift workers, 96 infertile non-shift workers, and 27 fertile controls. When comparing shift to non-shift workers, male age, female age, and duration of infertility were not different (Table 1). Sperm density, total motile count (TMC), and testosterone levels were lower in shift workers ($P=0.012, 0.019, 0.026$, respectively). No differences in semen volume, sperm motility, LH or FSH levels were observed. When comparing infertile shift workers to fertile controls, higher sperm density and TMC, and lower LH and FSH, were observed among controls. Semen parameters among infertile men were regressed against sleep quality, sleep quantity, and difficulty sleeping. The TMC of men with moderate sleep difficulty was 15.4 M sperm/mL greater than men with no difficulty sleeping, and 4.72 M sperm/mL greater than men with severe sleep difficulty ($p=0.018$). This inverse U-shaped trend was also observed for sleep quality, but only approached significance.

Timeframe and Budget (20 points max): Provide the start and end dates for the work along with any financial implications that were incurred due to the work accomplished. Note charts, graphs and tables here and send as addendum with abstract form.

All surveys were completed by men presenting to an academic andrology clinic between January 2014 and October 2016 and consented to participate in this IRB-approved study. Funding for this project was provided by Male Reproductive Health Research (MRHR to DJL) Career Development Physician-Scientist Award (Grant # HD073917-01) from the Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development (NICHD) Program. Funding was used for the purchasing of iPad minis on which the surveys were taken.

Intended Use (25 points max): Describe how this information could be used moving forward to impact patient care.

Infertile shift workers have worse semen parameters when compared to non-shift workers, consistent with alterations in the HPG axis observed in shift workers. Sleep quality influences TMC, but this relationship follows a U-shaped, rather than linear, trend.

In male infertility 20 million total motile count is considered the lower limit of normal. In our cohort, shift work is associated with a TMC of 16.6 million while men who did not perform shift work had on average TMC of 27.8 million sperm. This difference in sperm count is the difference between referring couples for expensive assisted reproductive techniques such as intrauterine insemination or in vitro fertilization versus encouraging a couple to continue attempting to conceive naturally.

Common treatments for shift work and circadian rhythm disorders include proper sleep hygiene (e.g. not watching television or texting an hour before bed, limiting day time naps, and exercising), using pharmaceutics such as melatonin and modafinil to improve sleep rhythms, or even temporarily stopping shift work. These simple solutions may be a much-less-costly option for infertile men who perform shift work when compared to the costs of assisted reproductive techniques as men with low sperm counts are often referred for in vitro fertilization – a procedure that costs $14,000 per cycle. While further studied are needed to determine if circadian-improving treatment will improve semen parameters, these early findings indicate that shift work is associated with worse semen parameters in men presenting for an infertility evaluation.